Analytical report on post traumatic hydrocephalus
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND
Post-traumatic hydrocephalus (PTH) is a field and disorder less explored in neurosurgery though we see many cases. The commonest causes in our set up includes head injury for which people have undergone decompressive craniectomies, severe head injuries with raised ICP. We did a clinical analysis on 23 cases in a period of 3 years duration from 2018 -2021. We did Evd in few cases for emergency purposes when there was decerebration and we went ahead with VP shunt in all the patients who had gross ventricular dilatation. We have projected our analytical report in these cases.

METHODS
A retrospective study was conducted in the Department of Neurosurgery in Sri Ramachandra medical college. The clinical outcome of patients diagnosed with PTH was studied. These cases were treated by surgery. The statistical analysis along with cause of the hydrocephalus with the outcome in pre and postoperative period were studied.

RESULTS
Among the 23 patients studied 82% were males. Road traffic accident was the main cause of injury. The other main cause was a fall from height. Assault was another reason for head injuries which we recorded. We found all road traffic accidents were only because of bike riders either pillion or the people driving the vehicle. Craniotomy was done in 50 % of the patients, 90 % of the patients recovered who had a gcs of 13 to 7. People with gcs lss than 7 were intubated recovery rate was 7.5 %. There was 100%mortality because of primary head injury in all the patients who had brain stem contusions with dilated pupil.

CONCLUSIONS
Trauma to head and who were operated had the highest incidence of post traumatic head injury. Smaller the decompressive craniectomies had symptomatic post traumatic head ache with post traumatic hydrocephalus.. CT scan of the brain is considered the choice of investigation to
early diagnose PTH. we even analysed the ct scan and found when there was periventricular lucency the patient outcome after VP shunting is good.
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**BACKGROUND**
The common age group was 40 who had sustained road traffic accidents. The patients who had intracranial hematomas had undergone surgery. only patients people who had smaller craniectomies developed earlier PTH after surgery. The patients who had severe head injury like diffuse axonal injury developed hydrocephalus long time after the initial injury. They were even symptomatic like headache and seizures. Some people were dormant and asymptomatic and mute because of frontal lobe damage. People who had severe hydrocephalus had symptoms like urinary disturbances along with papilledema. Patients with diffuse axonal injury developed the signs at a later duration after primary head injury. In patients with low gcs whom we had a doubt whether improvement will occur we did a lumbar puncture. When we found opening pressure was between 18 – 25 cm of csf we went ahead with V.P.shunt.

**METHODS**
This was a prospective study done in year 2018-2021. this study was done on 23 patients of PTH managed in a tertiary care hospital between 2018-2021.. All patients satisfying the selection criteria during the study period were included. We analysed things like mode of injury, duration after which they developed PTH. The prognostic criteria the outcome of surgical procedure were analysed. Clinical features were reported and radiological criteria of the presence of ventriculomegaly with periventricular lucencies in non-contrast CT scan was considered as standard criteria for surgical intervention. This was done to eliminate ventriculomegaly caused due to loss of brain tissue (hydrocephalus ex-vacuo). Patients were treated with medium pressure ventriculoperitoneal shunts. Postoperative outcomes and complications were recorded.

**Statistical Analysis**
Head injury and type of injury were considered as primary cause, mode of injury varied. Postoperative GCS and patient outcomes were considered as outcome variables. Descriptive statistics was done by frequency and percentage for all study variables.

**RESULTS**
Data from 23 patients were analyzed. A majority 82% were males and 40% belonged to the 40 to 60 years age group. For post-traumatic hydrocephalus, Road traffic accidents (RTA) (55.5%) and fall (34%) were the most common mode of trauma. The majority (50 %) had traumatic subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) on CT scans. Preoperative GCS ranged from 9 to 12 in a majority of the patients (66.67 %) before V.P. shunt. Postoperative GCS ranged between 13 and 14 in 72.23 % of the patients. Opening pressure on lumbar puncture was 13-15 cm of H2O in
55.5 % of the patients. All 100 % of the patients had CT features of hydrocephalus who were taken into our analysis. Among 23 patients, multiple symptoms were present such as headache, drowsiness, visual disturbance etc. Among the 23 patients, 18 recovered completely.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, a total of 23 cases with head injury developed post-traumatic hydrocephalus. In our study we considered only patients with ventriculomegaly for evaluation and followup. This study’s results showed that post-traumatic hydrocephalus presents with different symptoms like altered sensorium, drowsiness, headache, vomiting and seizures. Cardoso et al. suggested that post-traumatic hydrocephalus can present with varied clinical features such as altered sensorium, failure to improve, psychomotor hindrance, loss of memory, ataxic gait, urinary and anal incontinence. Coma for a long duration or sudden deterioration in conscious patients should caution the development of hydrocephalus. Contusion was the most common finding in our study. Traumatic SAH was the second most common pathology in our study. In some studies subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH) has been mentioned as the most common cause that leads to the development of PTH.

Hydrocephalus can occur in posttraumatic conditions. Based on this study’s result, PTH was seen in young patients (younger than 40 years of age). This shows that it is need of the hour to use preventive programs to reduce the occurrence of trauma in this young productive age group. Since PTH is also observed in mild head injury, early diagnosis and timely treatment are warranted, thereby reducing hospital costs and long-term hospitalization. Future studies on long term follow up and large analytical studies are recommended.

CONCLUSIONS
Post-traumatic hydrocephalus is a consequence of traumatic brain injury and can present with various neurological features after variable days of the initial trauma. CT scan is considered as the investigation of choice for early diagnosis of PTH and to rule out other possibilities of delayed deterioration in a recovering head injury patient. PTH has a very good outcome after VP shunting.
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